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QUESTION 1

In the integration between Sterling Order Management V9.2 and WebSphere Commerce, which of the following actions
will a customer service representative be UNABLE to take when entering orders through the Sterling application? 

A. Make manual adjustments in an order. 

B. Enter orders for a customer who has no customer ID. 

C. Pre-populate customer information from WebSphere Commerce. 

D. Tell customers about promotions and discounts applied to the order. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A business needs to integrate with a website in order to provide inventory updates from Sterling Order Management.
The requirements are as follows: Requirement 1 - Send a message to website with inventory picture each time it
crosses a threshold for minimum/maximum. Requirement 2 - Send a message to website with complete inventory
picture once a month. Requirement 3 - Resend the last inventory picture ad-hoc when explicitly requested by website.
This setup should be implemented as an: 

A. event-based (RTAM) monitor and setup thresholds. Implement:Requirement 1, using activity sync modeRequirement
2, using full sync modeRequirement 3, using quick sync mode 

B. event-based (RTAM) monitor and setup thresholds. Implement:Requirement 1, using quick sync modeRequirement
2, using full sync modeRequirement 3, using activity based mode 

C. action-based (Availability) monitor and setup thresholds. Implement:Requirement 1, using activity based
modeRequirement 2, using full sync modeRequirement 3, using quick sync mode 

D. action-based (Availability) monitor and setup thresholds. Implement:Requirement 1, using quick sync
modeRequirement 2, using full sync modeRequirement 3, using activity based mode 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

In a current implementation of Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Suite, there is a business requirement to add additional
columns to the YFS_ORDER_HEADER table, and these changes are made in the database extension XML file. This
change has caused the getOrderDetails API output template to be extended. Which two JAR files must be rebuilt for
these changes to take effect? 

A. tools.jar 

B. entities.jar 

C. dbtools.jar 

D. properties.jar 
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E. resources.jar 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 4

The following configuration has been defined in Sterling Order Management: 

Which two of the following statements are TRUE? 

A. B1 and B2 can share catalog data. 

B. Inventory created in the context of B1 can be used for B2 orders. 

C. Configuration data modified by C1 is automatically reflected to B1 and B2. 

D. Customers created in the context of B1 and B2 can be shared across enterprises. 

E. Customers created in the context of B1 and B2 cannot be shared across enterprises. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

A business requirement is to charge payment for the exchange order upfront and then refund the customer when the
returned item is received. This requirement should be configured as a: 

A. even exchange. 

B. regular exchange. 

C. advanced exchange. 

D. advanced pre-paid exchange. 

Correct Answer: D 
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